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Christ and the Poetic Imagination 
 

 

From A Midsummer Night’s Dream 

By William Shakespeare 

 

More strange than true: I never may believe 

These antique fables, nor these fairy toys. 

Lovers and madmen have such seething brains, 

Such shaping fantasies, that apprehend 

More than cool reason ever comprehends. 

The lunatic, the lover and the poet 

Are of imagination all compact: 

One sees more devils than vast hell can hold, 

That is, the madman: the lover, all as frantic, 

Sees Helen's beauty in a brow of Egypt: 

The poet's eye, in fine frenzy rolling, 

Doth glance from heaven to earth, from earth to heaven; 

And as imagination bodies forth 

The forms of things unknown, the poet's pen 

Turns them to shapes and gives to airy nothing 

A local habitation and a name. 

Such tricks hath strong imagination, 

That if it would but apprehend some joy, 

It comprehends some bringer of that joy… 
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From The Incarnate One  

By Edwin Muir 
 

The windless northern surge, the sea-gull's scream, 

And Calvin's kirk crowning the barren brae. 

I think of Giotto the Tuscan shepherd's dream, 
Christ, man and creature in their inner day. 

How could our race betray 

The Image, and the Incarnate One unmake 

Who chose this form and fashion for our sake?  
 

The Word made flesh here is made word again 

A word made word in flourish and arrogant crook. 

See there King Calvin with his iron pen, 

And God three angry letters in a book, 

And there the logical hook 

On which the Mystery is impaled and bent 

Into an ideological argument.  
 

There's better gospel in man's natural tongue, 

And truer sight was theirs outside the Law 

Who saw the far side of the Cross among 

The archaic peoples in their ancient awe, 

In ignorant wonder saw 

The wooden cross-tree on the bare hillside, 

Not knowing that there a God suffered and died.  
 

The fleshless word, growing, will bring us down, 

Pagan and Christian man alike will fall, 

The auguries say, the white and black and brown, 

The merry and the sad, theorist, lover, all 

Invisibly will fall: 

Abstract calamity, save for those who can 

Build their cold empire on the abstract man.... 

 

Love’s Choice 

By Malcolm Guite 
 

This bread is light, dissolving, almost air, 

A little visitation on my tongue, 

A wafer-thin sensation, hardly there. 

This taste of wine is brief in flavour, flung 

A moment to the palate’s roof and fled,  

Even its aftertaste a memory. 

Yet this is how he comes. Through wine and bread 

Love chooses to be emptied into me. 

He does not come in unimagined light 

Too bright to be denied, too absolute 
For consciousness, too strong for sight, 

Leaving the seer blind, the poet mute; 

Chooses instead to seep into each sense, 

To dye himself into experience. 


